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CleanShot® Fires Off: First-Ever “Shoot Through” Bore Cleaning Device Unveiled  

CleanShot makes cleaning the bore of your shotgun as easy as Ready. Aim. Clean. 

MILFORD, MI – Huntego Limited, is excited to announce the launch of its double barreled shot of unprecedented 
breakthrough for the gun industry. CleanShot; the industry’s first of its kind shoot-through bore cleaning cartridges. 
CleanShot is efficient, convenient and compared to traditional field cleaning methods, more affordable. 
 
How does CleanShot work?: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8hLQ98fk64 
 
CleanShot is a patented high-velocity bore cleaning device that utilizes outward ballistic pressures to power scrub, 
trap particles and wipe the bore clean. Simply load a CleanShot round in the chamber like any other cartridge, safely 
fire and your gun is field-cleaned in an instant. Designed to be used in the field or at a range, CleanShot allows 
shooters to maintain their firearms with minimal cleaning equipment, effort and mess. 
 
Huntego Limited launched the 12-gauge model in late 2017, released 20-gauge in 2018. They are actively working 
on the 9MM handgun and military grade applications such as the 5.56 model. 
 
The 12-gauge CleanShot uses a standard shotgun hull and is manufactured using the same process and standards as 
ammunition currently manufactured by the OEM brands today. 
 
The product can be used by a wide range of shooting consumers including: recreational and target shooters, hunters, 
law enforcement, military, government agencies and more. 
 
CleanShot is currently available in both 12GA and 20GA, and can be purchased at www.Huntego.com.  

For more information about CleanShot, contact Glenn Walker at glenn@providencemarketinggroup.net       

About Huntego LTD: 
Founded in 2006, Huntego LTD., is the inventor and distributor of CleanShot – a patented high velocity bore 
cleaning device that chambers like any other cartridge, and can be safely fired to clean your gun in an instant.  For 
more information about CleanShot visit www.huntego.com    
 


